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Slab waveguide with air core layer and anisotropic left-handed material
claddings as a sensor
S.A. TAYA*
Physics Department, Islamic University of Gaza, Gaza, Palestinian Authority
A three−layer slab waveguide with air core layer and anisotropic left−handed material claddings is investigated for sensing
applications. Different from the waveguide mode sensors and surface plasmon resonance sensors in which the analyte is
placed in the evanescent field region, the proposed sensor contains the sample in the core region that supports the oscillating
field. Due to the strong concentration of the electromagnetic field in the analyte medium, the proposed device exhibits un−
usual sensitivity enhancement. The simulations revealed that the sensitivity improvement of TE3 mode compared to conven−
tional evanescent wave sensor is approximately a factor of 20.
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1. Introduction
Electric permittivity e and magnetic permeability μ are the
basic physical parameters describing electromagnetic prop−
erties of a medium. The propagating behaviour of electro−
magnetic waves in a medium is determined by its e and μ
which are positive for most natural materials. The phenome−
non of negative refraction in media with negative e and μ
was first mentioned in Schuster’s book in 1909 [1] and was
also introduced by Mandel’shtam in 1940 [2]. The electro−
dynamics of materials with simultaneously negative values
of e and μ was reported by the Russian physicist Veselago in
1968 [3]. These materials were named left−handed materials
(LHMs) because the wave vector k, the electric field vector
E, and the magnetic field vector H form a left−handed set in
contrast to the conventional materials which were also
called right−handed materials (RHMs). The first demonstra−
tion of LHMs was achieved by Smith and his co−workers in
2000 [4]. Since then an increasing interest [5–15] on the
LHMs properties and possible applications has been exhib−
ited by scientists because of their unconventional electro−
magnetic properties including reversal of Doppler effect and
Cherenkov radiation, negative index of refraction, and unu−
sual nonlinearities.
Slab waveguide sensors have been extensively used in
environmental monitoring, medical and pharmaceutical in−
dustry, and food technology. Biochemical sensors have
been receiving more interest due to their features over other
sensors such as high sensitivity, low cost, reduced size, and
the possibility of operation in aggressive environments. Tie−
fenthaler and Lukosz introduced for the first time a planar
optical waveguide for gas and humidity sensing by measur−
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ing the change in the refractive index of the material con−
tained in the waveguide cover [16]. Since then tremendous
advances in slab waveguide sensors have taken place for
humidity, gas, chemical, and biochemical sensing [17–34].
Most of these studies have been directed towards enhancing
the resolution, miniaturizing the whole system, lowering the
cost, and mainly maximizing the sensor sensitivity.
Optical fibre based biosensors have received an increas−
ing interest in the past few years. The most commonly in−
vestigated type were enzyme optical fibre based biosensors
[21]. Moreover, immunoassay, nucleic acid, and whole cell
optical fibre based biosensors have been reported in a con−
siderable number of publications [23]. One of the most com−
monly proposed sensors was surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) sensor and SPR biosensors have become a central
tool for characterizing bimolecular interactions [24,25].
Metal−clad waveguide (MCWG) designs were also invested
as sensors [26–30]. The structure of a planar MCWG is
identical to the normal three−layer slab waveguide consist−
ing of a substrate, a guiding layer, and a cladding with an
additional metal layer is introduced between the substrate
and the guiding layer. Another significant difference is that
MCWGs are usually operated in reflection mode. Fabry−
−Perot interferometer was also investigated as a sensor [31].
Slab waveguide sensors are known as evanescent wave
sensors because the sensing operation is based on the eva−
nescent wave that penetrates the analyte medium from the
guiding layer and senses the changes in the refractive index
of the analyte. This change in the index of the cladding layer
(analyte) is recognized by a change in the effective refrac−
tive index of the guided mode. The evanescent field exten−
ded from the guiding layer to the surrounding media repre−
sents a small fraction of the guided wave and this results in
a limited sensitivity of evanescent wave sensors. Such sen−
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sors can only detect biological substances below 200 nm
because the probing depth of the evanescent field has an
upper limit of 100–150 nm. Recently the reverse symmetry
configuration was proposed to enhance the probing depth
[32,33].
Densmore et al. [34] have demonstrated that simple thin
high contrast index material such as silicon−on−insulation
photonic wire waveguide can be used as efficient evanes−
cent sensors.
Despite these efforts much more work has to be done
before slab waveguide sensors become commercialized.
A three−layer slab waveguide with air core layer [35–37]
and anisotropic lossy dispersive LHM in the claddings is
examined as a microwave waveguide sensor in this paper.
The air core layer is treated as an analyte and any change in
its refractive index is to be detected. The special feature of
the proposed slab waveguide sensor is that the analyte to be
probed is localized in the core region and is probed by the
oscillating field instead of the evanescent field. Therefore,
the proposed device avoids the severe drawback of the eva−
nescent field sensors.

Fig. 1. A three−layer slab waveguide structure including air core
layer and anisotropic left−handed material claddings.

For transverse electric (TE) mode the three non−vanish−
ing field components (Ey, Hx, Hz) are related to each other in
the anisotropic claddings through the expanded form of
Maxwell’s equations
Ey = -

2. Dispersion relation and sensitivity
A symmetric three−layer slab waveguide structure including
air core layer of the thickness t and the parameters (e 2 , m 2 )
is shown in Fig. 1. The surrounding media (cladding and
substrate) are assumed to anisotropic,
t dispersive, and lossy
LHM with
the
permittivity
tensor
e
1 and the permeability
t
tensor m1 . If we consider the optical axis of the claddings to
be parallel to the interface (y−z plane), the permittivity and
permeability tensors are given by
ée1x 0 0 ù
t
e1 = ê 0 e1 y 0 ú ,
ê
ú
êë 0 0 e1z úû

(1)

ém1x 0 0 ù
t
m1 = ê 0 m1 y 0 ú .
ê
ú
êë 0 0 m1z ûú

(2)

The claddings are assumed to have uniaxial anisotropy
in which e1x = e1 y and m1x = m1 y . Moreover, the LHM
claddings are considered to exhibit positive parameters in
the transverse directions (e1x = e1 y > 0 and m1x = m1 y > 0)
and negative ones in z−direction (e1z < 0 and m1z < 0). In
microwave bands, the longitudinal permittivity and perme−
ability are given by
w 2p
,
(3)
e1z = e(w) = 1 - 2
w + igw
m1z = m(w) = 1 -

Fw 2
w 2 - wo2 + igw

,

(4)

where w p is the plasma frequency, wo is the resonance fre−
quency, g is the electron scattering rate, and F is the frac−
tional area of the unit cell occupied by the split ring.
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where w is the angular frequency of the wave and b is
the longitudinal propagation constant which is given by
b = k o N with k o is the free space wave number and N is the
effective refractive index of the guided mode.
In the air core layer the electric and magnetic field com−
ponents are related to each other through Eqs. (5)–(7) with
e 2 and m 2 replacing the tensor elements in these equations.
The y−component of the electric field in the slab waveguide
is given by
E1 = b1 e -a1 ( x - t ) , x > t ,

(8)

E 2 = b2 cos(a 2 x - j), 0 < x < t ,

(9)

E 3 = b3 e

a1 x

, x < 0,

(10)

where
a1 = k o

m1z
m1x

( N 2 - e1 y m1x )

and a 2 = k o n 2f - N 2 with n f = e 2 m 2 . The coefficients
b1, b2 and b3 represent the electric field amplitudes in each
layer. j is a phase constant. When m1z m1x < 0, the effec−
tive refractive index must satisfy N < e1 y m1x for real a 1 .
In a similar manner N < n f for real a 2 and N > n f for the
pure imaginary a 2 . Therefore, as N < e1 y m1x and N < n f
the propagating mode is called TE oscillating guided mode.
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On the other hand, as n f < N < e1 y m1x , the modes are
called TE surface modes.
The nonzero tangential component of the magnetic field
can be obtained using Eq. (7) in addition to Eqs. (8)–(10),
a 1 b1 -a1 ( x - t )
, x > t,
e
iwm1z

(11)

a 2 b2
sin(a 2 x - j), 0 < x < t ,
iwm 2

(12)

ia 1 b3 a1 x
e , x < 0.
wm1z

(13)

H1 =
H2 =

H3 =

The field continuity requirement at the interfaces leads
to the following dispersion relation
æm a ö
a 2t = 2 tan -1 ç 2 1 ÷ + mp ,
è m1z a 2 ø

(14)

where m = 0, 1, 2, 3, … is the mode order.
The effective refractive index of the guided mode de−
pends on a set of waveguide parameters such as refractive
indices of the media, thickness of the guiding film, light
polarization, and mode order. The structure under consider−
ation is proposed as a microwave waveguide sensor for
detecting any changes in the refractive index of the air core
layer due to any pollutant. In this case, the effective refrac−
tive index changes by DN as the index of the air core layer
changes by Dn f . The sensitivity of the proposed sensor is
defined as the rate of change of the effective index under an
index change of the air film, i.e.,
S=

¶N
,
¶n f

(15)

where S is the sensitivity.
Differentiating Eq. (14) with respect to N, we get
S=

é t
2m 2a 12 m1x m1z
+
ê
s2
tk o2 Ns 2 + 2s 1a 2 êëa 2
k o2a 2s 2n f

ù
ú ,
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anisotropy. In this work, the LHM claddings are assumed to
lossy, dispersive, and anisotropic. Equations (3) and (4)
give the experimental model in microwave bands for the
permittivity and permeability of the LHM claddings. The
experimental values of the coefficients appearing in these
equations are F = 0.56, wo = 2p ´ 4GHz, w p = 2p ´ 10GHz,
and g = 0.012w p . Uniaxial anisotropic LHMs are assumed
in which e1x = e1 y = 2.25 and m1x = m1 y = 1. The longitudi−
nal elements of the permittivity and permeability of the
LHM claddings are negative and obey the experimental
relations given by Eqs. (3) and (4). Both e1z and m1z are
found to be negative in the frequency band 4GHz < w <
6GHz. The dispersion relation can now be solved numeri−
cally for the effective refractive index and the dispersion
curves which show the dependence of the effective index on
the frequency can be plotted. The numerical solution of the
dispersion relation showed the existence of TE1, TE2, TE3, …
oscillating guided modes. The fundamental guided mode
(TE0) was not found. It was reported in the literature that the
guided mode TE0 cannot be found for any frequency in
LHM guiding layer surrounded by linear dielectric media. If
one of the surrounding materials has a kerr−type nonlinear
refractive index, the fundamental guided mode was found to
exist [13]. The dispersion curves of the first oscillating
guided mode are plotted in Fig. 2 for different values of the
air film thickness. Oscillating guided modes, as well as sur−
face modes were found to exist in the proposed structure
because of the anisotropy of the LHM claddings [35]. As
can be seen from Fig. 2, the effective index of TE1 mode is
small and ranges between 0 and 1.0. The operating fre−
quency band in which TE1 mode exists is dependent on the
thickness of the guiding layer. The effective index increases
as the frequency increases which shows a normal dispersion
behaviour and the group velocity (n g = dw db ) is positive.
Moreover, vg becomes faster as the frequency increases. For
the same value of w, if the thickness of the air core layer

(16)

where
s 1 = k o2 Nm 2 m1z ( m1z a 22 + m1z a 12 ),

(17)

s 2 = m1x a 1a 2 ( m12z a 22 + m 22a 12 ).

(18)

3. Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the proposed microwave slab waveguide
sensor in which the analyte is located in the core region. The
cladding and substrate are assumed to be identical LHMs.
The realization of LHMs is performed by two ways: peri−
odic arrays of metallic wires and split−ring resonators and
employing photonic crystals. The claddings are assumed to
be fabricated using metallic wires and split−ring resonators.
In this case, the fabricated LHM gains many properties from
the material inhert properties such as loss, dispersion, and
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Fig. 2. Dispersion curves of the first guided mode (TE1) for diffe−
rent air film thicknesses for e1 x = e1 y = 2.25, and m1 x = m1 y = 1, F =
0.56, wo = 2p ´ 4GHz, wp = 2p ´10GHz, g = 0.012wp , e 2 = 1, and
m2 = 1.
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increases, the curves move up indicating an increase in the
effective refractive index. However, the operating frequen−
cy band becomes wider as the thickness of the air film
decreases. This is a significant property in which the core
layer thickness can be changed to widen the operating
frequency bands and adjust the effective index of the guided
mode.
Figure 3 shows the sensitivity of proposed device as
a function of the angular frequency for TE1 mode for the
same values of the air film thickness and the same values of
the frequency bands illustrated in Fig. 2. Many exciting fea−
tures can be seen in the figure. The sensitivity increases with
w and peaks at an optimum frequency and then decays as the
frequency increases beyond the optimum value. For each
guiding film thickness, there is an optimum frequency at
which the slab waveguide sensor exhibits its maximum
sensing sensitivity. The optimum value of w is shifted to−
wards higher values as the guiding film thickness decreases.
The most important feature can be seen in the maximum
value of the sensing sensitivity at the optimum frequency
which reaches 1.055 for t = 2 cm. Compared to the conven−
tional three−layer slab waveguide in which the analyte is
placed in the cladding layer, this value is dramatically high.
In the conventional waveguide sensor, the maximum sensi−
tivity can reach up to 0.25 [19,38]. The relatively low sensi−
tivity of the conventional sensors based on the technologies
of single and double prism coupling and grating coupling is
that a few percent of the mode energy propagates in the
cladding medium in which the analyte is placed. On the
other hand, the high sensitivity of proposed sensor is attrib−
uted to localizing the sample to be probed in the core region
in which more than 90% of the guided wave propagates.
Therefore, the proposed sensor exhibits dramatically enhan−
ced sensitivity due to the strong concentration of the electro−
magnetic field in the analyte medium.
In order to study the optimum frequency corresponding
to the guiding film thickness, the calculations of the sensi−

Fig. 3. Sensitivity as a function of the angular frequency for TE1
mode for different guiding film thicknesses fore1 x = e1 y = 2.25, and
m1 x = m1 y = 1, F = 0.56, wo = 2p ´ 4GHz, wp = 2p ´10GHz,
g = 0.012wp , e 2 = 1, and m2 = 1.
Opto−Electron. Rev., 22, no. 4, 2014

Fig. 4. Thickness of air core layer vs. the corresponding optimum
frequency for TE1 mode for e1 x = e1 y = 2.25, and m1 x = m1 y = 1, F =
0.56, wo = 2p ´ 4GHz, wp = 2p ´10GHz, g = 0.012wp , e 2 = 1, and
m2 = 1.

tivity were performed for nine different values of t in the
range from 0.5 cm to 2.5 cm. The air film thickness vs. the
corresponding optimum frequency is plotted in Fig. 4 for
TE1 mode. An exponential decay behaviour can be seen
from the thickness−optimum frequency curve. This is a nor−
mal waveguide behaviour since the thickness of the guiding
layer and wavelength of guided wave are usually compara−
ble to each other. Therefore, as the thickness of the guiding
film decreases, a shorter−wavelength wave is used for light
coupling in.
Figure 5 shows the dispersion curves for the second
(TE2) and third (TE3) modes for two values of the air core
layer thickness. As observed in TE1 mode, the operating fre−
quency band is crucially dependent on the thickness of the
film layer. For t = 6.5 cm, the TE2 mode is found to exist in
the frequency band 4GHz < w < 6GHz whereas for t = 6 cm,
the band is reduced to 411
. GHz < w < 6GHz. The TE3 mode

Fig. 5. Dispersion curves of the second and third guided modes (TE2
and TE3) for different guiding film thicknesses for e1 x = e1 y = 2.25,
and m1 x = m1 y = 1, F = 0.56, wo = 2p ´ 4GHz, wp = 2p ´10GHz,
g = 0.012wp , e 2 = 1, and m2 = 1.
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exists in the operating frequency band 5.2GHz < w < 6GHz
for t = 6.5 cm whereas when t = 6 cm, the band is reduced to
5.45GHz < w < 6GHz.
The curves in Fig. 5 show the normal dispersion prop−
erty with positive group velocity. As the frequency increa−
ses, their group velocities become faster. As t increases, the
curves move up and left.
The sensing sensitivities of the proposed device is plot−
ted for TE1, TE2, and TE3 modes for t = 2 cm, 4 cm, and
6 cm, respectively. The same features observed in Fig. 3 are
still available for the sensitivities of higher modes with
a strong sensitivity enhancement for higher modes. This
behaviour is completely different from that of waveguide
mode sensors based on prism and grating coupling in which
TE0 mode corresponds to the highest sensitivity compared
to higher modes. This is simply because the evanescent field
in the surrounding media is reduced gradually and the wave
confinement is enhanced as the mode order increases. The−
refore, as the mode order increases, the sensitivity of pro−
posed sensor is dramatically enhanced due to the enhance−
ment of the oscillating field in the core region. As can be
seen from the figure, the sensitivities at the optimum fre−
quencies are 1.055, 3.63, and 5.1 for TE1, TE2, and TE3
modes, respectively. The sensitivity improvement of TE3
mode compared to the conventional evanescent wave sensor
is approximately a factor of 20. In order to make a real com−
parison between two different modes, the sensitivities of
TE2 and TE3 are plotted in the inset of Fig. 6 for the same
value of t. The maximum sensitivities at the optimum fre−
quencies were 2.68 and 5.1 for TE2 and TE3 modes, respec−
tively which means that the sensitivity can be almost dou−
bled when moving from a mode to the next one.
Finally, we investigate the behaviour of the sensing sensi−
tivity of the proposed sensor when the anisotropy of the LHM
claddings is ignored which is not realistic case. LHMs usu−
ally have anisotropy, lossless, and dispersion material feature

Fig. 6. Sensitivity as a function of the angular frequency for different
guided modes for e1 x = e1 y = 2.25, and m1 x = m1 y = 1, F = 0.56,
wo = 2p ´ 4GHz, wp = 2p ´10GHz, g = 0.012wp , e 2 = 1, and
m2 = 1.
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Fig. 7. Sensitivity as a function of the angular frequency for TE1
mode when the claddings are anisotropic (solid line) and when the
LHM anisotropy is neglected (dashed line).

[35]. Figure 7 shows the sensitivity for anisotropic LHM
claddings structure and for isotropic LHM claddings struc−
ture in which e1x = e1 y = e1z = e(w) < 0 and μ1x = μ1y = μ1z =
μ(w) < 0. Neglecting the anisotropy of the LHM claddings in−
creases the frequency band in which the TE1 mode exists and
shifts the optimum frequency at which the sensitivity peaks
towards a higher value. On the other hand, it leads to a severe
reduction in the sensitivity. As can be seen from the figure,
the sensitivities at the optimum frequencies are 1.055 and
0.302 for anisotropic and isotropic claddings, respectively.
The sensitivity improvement is approximately a factor of 3
when the anisotropy of the LHM is taken into account.

4. Conclusions
A symmetric three−layer slab waveguide was investigated as
a sensor for refractometry applications. The structure con−
tains air core layer as an analyte and anisotropic LHM in the
claddings. Unusual sensitivity enhancement was observed
due to locating the sample in the core region and the aniso−
tropy of the LHM. Many attractive features of the proposed
device were detected. For each thickness of the core layer,
there is an optimum frequency at which the sensitivity
peaks. The optimum frequency is shifted towards higher
values as the thickness decreases. The sensitivity is signifi−
cantly improved by increasing the mode order of the oscil−
lating field in the waveguiding structure. This is in disagree−
ment with the behaviour of the sensitivity of the evanescent
mode sensors in which the zero mode corresponds to the
highest sensitivity. Considering an ideal LHM of isotropic
permittivity and permeability increases the frequency band
in which a given oscillating mode exists but leads to a se−
vere reduction in the sensitivity of the proposed device.
The proposed slab waveguide sensor is considered an
efficient device for detecting changes in the index of refrac−
tion of a sample with considerably high sensitivity which
can be enhanced by any factor depending on the mode order
of the propagating field.
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